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Pendleton, Indiana is an historical small town located in Madison County, Indiana, just
northeast ofIndianapolis along the Interstate 69 corridor. Pendleton's long history
encompasses important events of national and regional significance relating to Indiana's
settlement, the social unrest leading up to the Civil War, Indiana's industrialization,
railroads, and the gas boom, and the recreational culture of the roaling twenties.
Ongoing themes that emerge from this history and have been continually reinforced into
the present day include Pendleton's role as a transportation hub, the town's identity as a
recreational destination, and the town's local exceptional ism. This exceptionalism is
expressed in the local conununity's active and ambitious nature, is evident in the town's
high quality of life, numerous community resources and strong economy, and is best
symbolized by the falls 011 Fall Creek. Historically, the falls on Falls Creek served as a
nexus for the town's growth along a progressively increasing number of highways and
railroads.
This plan examines the goals and conununity input from the 2006 Comprehensive Plan
update against a thorough analysis of local and current (2011) conditions to derive a set
of specific, actionable goals for the Town of Pendleton. One of the most significant
results of that process is that a multi-use, multi-function trail along the former right of
way of the Indiana (Interurban) Railroad would serve as a catalyst and physical magnet
for progress (as defined by the 2011 Plan Goals). As such, the plan then suggests an
incrementally more-detailed design framework for constmction of this trail and concludes
with site-scale design of the most important node of this trail located where the trail
intersects State Street (SR-38) in downtown.
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Author's Statement
This project uses non-technical language to build cases for a variety ofrecommendations
for the Town of Pendleton. This project is a form of planning document that rests
between a comprehensive plan, a document intended to layout for a community where it
currently stands and in what direction it should proceed, and various types of urban
design plans, which focus more directly on making recommendations for strategic
physical improvements. As such, this plan opens with an analysis of the existing
comprehensive plan for the Town of Pendleton, and extracts from this plan the most
central elements of residents' and officials ' desires and needs. From this basis, the project
reviews existing current conditions throughout the town and arrives at a set of goals for
the remainder of the project. The project reviews potential strategies to achieve these
goals. Finally, the project focuses on one of the most critical recommendations from the
planning process: the construction of a regional trail linking Pendleton to Anderson in the
north and Ingalls in the south. This trail would serve as a central spine for the town's
pedestrian and bicycle network. As developed in the plan, located on the fonner right of
way of the Indiana Railroad (the Interurban), the trail would also serve as a catalyst for
infill growth in the vacant or undemtilized spaces surrounding the former right of way.
The trail is designed utilizing elements that connect the new trail with its railroad
heritage.
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Pendleton: Planning an Exciting Future
Pendleton,

Indiana

is

an

historical

small

town

located

in

Madison County, Indiana, just northeast of Indianapolis along
the Interstate 69 corridor. Pendleton's long history encompasses
important events of national and regional significance relating
to Indiana's settlement, the social unrest leading up to the
Civil War, Indiana's industrialization, railroads, and the gas
boom, and the recreational culture of the roaring twenties.
Ongoing
been

themes

continually

that

emerge

reinforced

from

into

the

this

history

present

and

day

have

include

Pendleton's role as a transportation hub, the town's identity as
a recreational destination, and the town's local exceptionalism .
This exceptionalism is expressed in the local community's active
and ambitious nature, is evident in the town's high quality of
life, numerous community resources and strong economy, and is
best symbolized by the falls on Fall Creek. Historically, the falls
on Falls Creek served as a nexus for the town's growth along a
progressively increasing

number of highways and

railroads.

This plan examines the goals and community input from the 2006
Comprehensive Plan update against a thorough analysis of local
and current (201 1) conditions to derive a set of specific, actionable
goals for the Town of Pendleton. One of the most significant results
of that process is that a multi-use, multi-function trail along the
former right of way of the Indiana (Interurban) Railroad would serve
as a catalyst and physical magnet for progress (as defined

by

the

2011 Plan Goals). As such, the plan then suggests an incrementally
more-detailed design framework for construction of this trail and
concludes with site-scale design of the most important node of this
trail located wherethetrail intersects State Street (SR-38) in downtown.

Executive
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(F.6) Left: Downtown choracter.
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Public

(F.7) Right: Foils Pork character. Duck at
Falls Park quarry pond. 2011 .
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(G.l)

Left:

downtown.

Community
Pendleton

seNices
police

located
station.

2011.

(G.2) Right: Falls Park character. Duck at
Falls Park quarry pond. 2011.
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(G.3) For Left Top: The project is located in the
USA. USA map showing Indiana. 20 ".
(G.4) Left Top: The project is located in

Indiana. Indiana map showing Madison
County. 20 ".

(G.S) Right Top: The project is Green and
Fall Creek Townships in Madison County.
Historical map of Madison County.
Illustrated Historical Atlas of the Stote of
Indiana, 1B76. Image courtesy of the David
Rumsey Collection
(G.6) Left BoHom: The pro/ect area is the
Town of Pendleton. USGS US Topo maps
showing Town of Pendleton. Source
imagery: USGS 20 I O.

(G.7) Right: Pendleton's northern entrance.
Welcome to Pendleton Sign. 2011.

Location & Vicinity
The planning area is defined as the Town of Pendleton in Fall
Creek and Green Townships, Madison County, Indiana in the
United States of America (DP.3-6). Indiana is located near the
papulation center of the United States, in the Midwest/Great Lakes
region. The Town of Pendleton is located very near the center of
Indiana. Central Indiana is known as the "Crossroads of America"
due to the convergence of numerous major transportation routes
at Indianapolis, including rail, highway, and interstate highway.
Pendleton is located to the northeast of Indianapolis along one

of that city's fastest- growing transportation-route-induced growth
corridors, Interstate 69. Pendleton is just south

of

Anderson and

east of l\loblesville.

Location
& Vicinity
Planning an Exciting Future
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(G.8) Above: Historic architecture. Pendleton
post office corner stone. 201 1.

(G.9) Right:Appealing streetscope. Downtown
Pendleton lamp with banner. 201 1.
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The Town of Pendleton, Indiana

Methodology
The Town of Pendleton's 2006 Comprehensive Plan update,
prepared by the Madison County Council of Governments, includes
very good inventory, analysis, and public input, and concludes with
a statement of goals and policy objectives. These goals and policy
objectives guide future action, but do not suggest particular actions.
As such, there is a need for, or at least a utility to, a new document
that does suggest particular actions and strategies.

As

such,

this

new

document-the

201 1

Comprehensive

Masterplan-began where the 2006 Plan leaves off. The 2011
Plan first examined the public input and goals from the 2006
Plan, distilled the intention contained in them by extracting primary
themes, and combined them to form the initial 2011 Plan goals

(v.O).

Methodology
Planning an Exciting Future
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the town has a similar, newly

Pendleton. From this framework

revised outcome to that contained

plan, the document was then able

in the 2006 Plan.

to zoom into a closer look at the
mere one block that separates the

From the 2011 Plan Goals, the

intersection of State Street and

document turned to the subject

Pendleton Avenue from Falls Park,

of

strategies for achieving those

in a Masterplan format (prepared

goals. The plan reviewed specific

at 1" = 100'). Finally, the design

of

of the Masterplan was articulated

Pendleton could use to achieve the

through a site-scale plan of the

201 1 Plan Goa Is, organized by

intersection of State Street with

goal. Where these strategies have

the

physical

associated details and perspective

strategies

(G.l0) Entrepreneurial spirit keeps downtown
lively. The Galleria storefront. 2011.

Taking these initial goals, the plan
then performed a thorough review
of existing conditions. Although
the 2006 Plan included a very
good inventory and analysis, it was
logical to re-examine conditions
which may have changed since the
planning process in 2005-2006,
and to expand on the 2006 Plan's
scope of inventory where possible.
Throughout this review, the initial
goals were refined as indicated
by

the

re-examination.

Ofter) ,

this simply meant the addition
of specificity to make potential
implementation strategies more
evident.

Also,

the

goals were

progressively re-formulated from
the format that best captured
the content of the 2006 Plan
to a format that expresses how
to implement the goals (i.e. by
subject area). The result was the
2011 Plan Goals.

that

the

Town

outcomes, these were

summarized in the Comprehensive
Masterplan

graphic.

first

deliverable

outcome

of

this document. By providing a
statement of goals that indicate
Pendleton's

opportunities

and

imply implementation strategies,

14

and

ill ustrations.

strategies and this plan formed the

This plan uses a 2020 planning

next level of deliverable outcome

horizon, which is approximately 9

of this document.

years from the preparation of this
plan.

From

the

Comprehensive

Masterplan, whose scope extended
across the whole of Pendleton, the
document then began a process of
narrowing down onto one specific
design implementation . Out of
the Comprehensive Masterplan,
the idea of a regional trail along
the former right of way of the
Indiana Railroad (the Interurban),
and using this trail in-town as an
historical interpretive element and
as a way to more closely bind
downtown with Falls Park, emerged
as one of the central cornerstones
of the plan. With the end goal of
designing that critical connection
along the new trail, the plan first

Plan Goals are the

Trail,

These

narrowed to a Framework Plan
The 2011

new Interurban

(prepared at 1"

= 200') that

looked at how the creation of the
trail and other associated plan
recomme,ndations

would

affect

the downtown/Falls Park area of

The Town of Pendleton, Indiana

(G.ll) Right: Amenities lor 011 oges. Falls
Park playground. 20".

'{

Existing Goals
Pendleton's 2006 Comprehensive

Plan update includes two

sections that are indicative of the desires and needs of Pendleton's
officials and residents. The first of these sections is the SWOT
analysis from the 2006 Plan's public input section . This public input
is recorded fully in the 2006 Plan, and as such was also utilized in
the preparation of this plan to obtain a sense of what the Pendleton
public at large thought. The second

of these

sections are the 2006

Plan goals. The 2006 planning process sought input from a variety
of residents, stakeholders, public boards, and officials, and this

input is reflected in the 2006 Plan goals. These goals also contain
the refinement of the planners of the 2006 Plan, unlike the SWOT
analysis. The planners, however, were the local MPO, and so are
also, in a certain sense, local agents of the public. In addition,
the 2006 Plan goals are meant to be comprehensive, so both the
SWOT and the goals contained important information.

Existing
Goa I s
Planning an Exciting Future
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These inputs begin in the 2006
Plan

as

fairly

extensive

lists,

but each of these lists displays
clear potential for grouping into
themes.

A smaller number of

themes that deal with the essence
of the planning problems was
judged to be ideal to begin with,
as they would accurately reflect
local

needs,

concerns,

and

desires, while remaining flexible
enough to be guided by local
conditions. As was referred to
earlier, the ending outcome of the
2006 Plan was policy guidance,
whereas the 201 1 Plan sought to
deliver specific strategies . This is
why some degree of flexibility was
required.
The original inputs of the SWOT
analysis and the goals from the
2006
and

Plan
G.1S),

follow

(see

followed

G.12

by their

distillation into themes (see G . 13,
G . 14, and

G.

16) and

their

combination into the initial draft
version of the 2011

Plan goals

(see G . 1S) . The intention here is
to provide transparent and evident
progression from the 2006 Plan to
the draft 2011 Plan goals, upon
which the remainder of the plan
is based.

SWOT Analysis
STRENGTHS
• Quality education & within
walking distance
• Well-kept, thriving
• Small town atmosphere
• Sense of community
• Agriculture & greenspace
iust outside the community
- important element of the
community
• Volunteers - many give time &
resources (Ex: 1995 Compo Plan
Meetings)
• Services - professional medical,
fire, & police
• Active volunteer organizations
• Pendleton has a strong sense of
who they are and who they want
to be
• Facilities for children
• Safe community for children
• Downtown businesses keep the
CBD active and healthy.
• Park System
• South Madison County in general
is a strong community.
• Farmers are still active in the
community - members of boards,
etc.
• Close to Indianapolis via 1-69.
• State Street (SR 38) is now under
town's control.
• Town of Pendleton is on the
National Register of Historic
Places
• Water service is plentiful, with
easily expandable facilities.
• High quality housing.
• Several historic preservationists
WEAKNESSES
• 1-69 brings traHic & growth.
• Historic buildings are vulnerable.
• Growth is taxing on the school
system.
• Lack economic model to assess
impacts of new residential growth.
• Poor communication.
• Obstacles to road expansion,
such as creeks and 1-69.

• Lack restaurants and cafes
downtown.
• The county is broken up with
highways, which separate the
unincorporated areas.
• Certain zoned areas allow for
construction that is much larger
than current built areas.
• County ordinances allow
development that does not match
Pendleton's vision.
OPPORTUNITIES
• Set design standards, such as
PUD's for residential areas.
• Renew building facades via tools
such as tax credits.
• Potential exists to create a historic
experience similar to towns such
as Ft. Collins, CO, Farmland,
IN, Zionsville, IN, and Harbor
Springs, MI.
• Maintain the traditional feel of
Pendleton by bringing more
people downtown .
• Opportunities for funding exist,
such as grants from the food and
beverage tax.
• Cooperating with developers
could improve results of growth.
THREATS
• Traffic - increased congestion.
• High-speed freight rail is a threat

to safety and will increase noise
• Nearby communities want
to annex close to Pendleton,
resulting in a lack of control.
• The SR 67 corridor is becoming
like Kokomo, IN - congested,
many stop lights, strip
development, etc.
• There are a number of dangerous
intersections on SR 67. There
have been many accidents at
intersections with Water Street, N
Pendleton Avenue, 600 South, &
Broadway.
• Hazardous Materials Transport 
rail line near maior natural gas
line & public well fields.
• Flooding from increased
stormwater runoff.

(G.12) SWOT analysis. 2006 Pendleton
Comprehensive Plan. MCCOG.
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SWOT Summation
STRENGTHS
• Character: civically active,
walkable, family-friendly
• Strong local government and
public services, utilities, amenities
• Downtown
• Falls Pork
• Agricultural setting
• Location on transportation
corridors
• Historical
WEAKNESSES
• Insensitive growth!!!!
• Physical barriers: creeks, 1-69,
highways
• Need additional downtown

OPPORTUNITIES
• Control growth, work with
developers
• Enhance historic character
• Enhance downtown
THREATS
• Transportation dangers: 1-69, CSX
railroad, SR-67
• Lock of control of surrounding
lands
• Strip development on SR-67
• Flooding from increased
stormwater runoff.

SWOT Themes
Communlly ChgmcMt: CMCOlly

actiVe, wolkoblff, arid ftttnily

friendly in an ogricultr:irOI settiDtI
Load Amenltla:bctflle~ IQCQI
govenvnent atrd PU&fic'SllViC8$,
Falls Pork, OownJown, H1$foIy
l.ocotiom Source of mQjor

oppodunity and ma;or ffli'eOts

Growth: M%rthreat (;om ~wth
that does not respond.to
communify chcJl'Octer; community
is willing to wOrlc WIth developers
to achieve positive groWth

restaurants

• Lock of control of surrounding
unincorporated county
(G.14) SWOT themes. 2006 Pendleton
Comprehensive Plan. MCCOG.

(G.13) SWOT summary. 2006 Pendleton
Comprehensive Plan. MCCOG.

2006 Plan Goals
• Protection of the town's
environment, including wetlands,
woodlands, floodplains, and
other sensitive natural resources.
• New development which is of
high quality.
• A safe and efficient circulation
system including provisions for
olternative transportation modes.
• Park and recreational which
enhance the quality of life for
Pendleton residents.
• Economic opportunities within
Pendleton .
• Preservation and enhancement
of the existing historic character,
small town atmosphere and
family-oriented community.
• A high quality local school
system.
• A continually growing and
developing tax bose.

• Non -intrusive light industrial
developmen t.
• Protection of prime agricultural
land and farm operations.
• Coordinated planning with
local, county, regional and state
officials.
• Affordable housing options For '
all residents within maximum
opportunities for home
ownership.
• Adequate sources of good quality
water:

• An attractive and aesthetically

pleasing environment within the
town.
• Continued involvement of existing
residents and inclusion of new
residents in town leadership and
government.

(G.1S) Plan goals. 2006 Pendleton
Comprehensive Plan. MCCO G.

2006 Goal Themes
• Preservation of:

-Civically active community
-Family-orientation
-Natural resources
-Agricultural setting
• Investment in:
-Alternative transportation
-Parks and recreation
-Historicol character
-Town aesthetics
• High-quality growth is desired:
-Affordable residential growth
that encourages participation in
the community
-Economic opportunities within
Pendleton, including light
industrial
-Coordinate with other loco I
governments and levels of
government

(G.16) Plan goal themes. 2006 Pendleton
Comprehensive Plan. MCCOG.

Planning an Exciting Future
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(G.17) Above: Historic Bed and Breakfast

2011 Draft Goals v.O

recen tly restored with community support.
Residence. 201 1.

• Preserve community charader:
-Civically adive community
-Family-orientation

(G.18) Left: Goals extracted fram 2006 Plan .
Draft goals v.O. 2011.

-Historical
-Notural resources

(G.19) Right: Residents ca n find many services
down town. The Bank restaurant. 2011 .

-Agricultural setting
• Enhance local amenities:
-FalJs Pork
-Downtown
-Alternative transportation
infrostrudure

• Achieve high-quality growth:
-Affordable residential growth
that encourages a strong sense
of community
-More good jobs within
Pendleton, such as light
industrial
-Encourage growth that responds
to community character

18
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Plan Goal Development
The plan performed a thorough review of existing conditions with a
specific focus on how these conditions should affect the character
and implementation of the initial draft goals. Although the 2006
Comprehensive Plan included a very good inventory and analysis,
it was logical to re-examine conditions which may have changed
since the planning process in 2005-2006, and to expand on
the 2006 Plan's scope of inventory where possible. Throughout
this review, the initial goals were refined as indicated by the re
examination. Often, this simply meant the addition of specificity to

make potential implementation strategies more evident. Also, the
goals were progressively re-formulated from the format that best
captured the content of the 2006 Plan to a format that expresses
how to implement the gools (i.e. by subject areo).

Plan Goal
Development
Planning an Exciting Future
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Regional Ecology

found 30 woody plant species
present

including

intermittent

Inventory

under- canopy tree cover and

Pendleton lies within the Eastern

diverse though spotty small treeand

Corn Belt Plains, in the Loamy High

shrub-growth (1942 Potsger and

Lime Till Plains subregion (USGS

Friesner). These are likely similarto

Ecoregions 1996) (see G.20). This

theoretical old- growth conditions

area includes the bulk of central

in the planning area. Currently, the

Indiana and was characterized

region is dominated by cultivated

by flat terrain featuring beech or

cropland.

oak-sugar maple forests, or elm

altered the natural drainage of

(G.21) Falls Park contains acres of wetlands .

ash swamp forests (EOE 2008).

the area significantly (IBS 2005) .

Falls Park north entrance. 20 I 1.

A 1942 study of Berkey Woods,

The

a mesophytic old-growth forest

as a whole are 75% cropland,

near the northeastern edge of

with

the Eastern Corn Belt Plains, also

including another agricultural use,

found conditions dominated by

pasture, in addition to woodlots

sugar maples, beeches, and elms

and

Constructed

Corn

Eastern
the

Belt

remaining

urban

ditches

Plains

land

(IBS

areas

also

2005) .

(Potsger a nd Friesner). This study
An existing plan of note in this area
is

the

Indiana

Comprehensive

Wildlife Strategy (2006), which
provides

a

framework

habitat-identification
needed

and

conservation

for
ranks

actions.

Within Pendleton, the prevalent
habitat-types include: agriculture,
developed lands, forests, riparian

•

wooded

corridors/streams,
Of

wetlands .

these,

and

riparian

wooded

corridors/streams

and

wetlands

seem

to

most

have

impact on wildlife (see G.21).
Throughout

the

document,

ha bitat loss, ha bitat connectivity,
and pollution/water quality were
IWITTI

o
•
•
•

Central Corn Belt Plains
Eastern Corn Belt Plains
Huron/Erie lake Plains
Interior Plateau
Interior River Valleys
and Hills
S. Michigan/N. Indiana
Drift Plains

consistently ranked as the top
threats to wildlife (in that order).
Habitat protection and restoration
were accordingly listed as top
conservation priorities. Of relevant
note,

land

use

planning

was

consistently listed as an important

conservation priority. (ICWS 2006)
Analysis
Regional

provided

a

framework for Pendleton residents'
goal of protecting local natural
resources (MCCOG 2006). The
Indiana Comprehensive Wildlife
Strategy As
regional

over

land

75% of the

use is cropland

and pasture (IBS 2005), existing
forested

conditions

preserved
as

should

wherever

supported

by

be

possible,

the

Indiana

Comprehensive Wildlife Strategy
(2006). As recommended by that
plan,

connectivity

to

natural systems and
of water quality

(by

regional
protection
providing

buffers) should also be significant
conservation

considerations

(ICWS 2006). Specifically, actions
that protect and restore wooded
riparian corridors and wetlands
are of very high priority (see G.23) .
Effect on Draft Goals
Within the draft goals, Pendleton
residents expressed a desire to
conserve

both

the

agricultural

setting of Pendleton and its natural

(G.20) The site is in the Eastern Corn Belt
Plains. Indiana Ecoregions. IGS 20 I I.
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resources, suggesting a potential

!

.'

', ',

,

grouping of similar goals. The
examination of regional ecology

8e

indicated that within this grouping

I( U
I

of goals,

the

conservation

0

J

8e
JUt

1

! . 00

of

natural resources may be more
000

critical than the preservation of
agricultural cropland. Within the

'0

conservation of natural resources,

:rca

corridors and wetlands. (see G.27)

Inventory
A variety of closely interconnected
regional

natural

systems

govern the local conditions in

.

,.

Legend

Conservation Priorities
Restoration Options
Conservation Secondary
- - Waterway
Rood
- - Grode-separated rood
Municipal limits

60

Ordovician sha le

- - . ! . . - - - - - - I OO

(G.22) Pendleton lies around Fall Creek.
Geological section. Fenelon et. 0/. 1994.

of

flat terrain is a remnant of the

perhaps

Winconsinan glacial retreat, which

most fundamental among natural

covered the underlying hills and

systems, indicates that Pendleton

valleys of bedrock with upto several

area,

including

Pendleton .

Geology,

any

Natural Systems

'0

bOO

the most critical habitat-types to
focus on seem to riparian wooded

Sf/urian l,mestone
and d%mge. 9guj[ltl_ • ____
. . -_ . --
,

those

lies in the Central Till Plains within

hundred feet of outwash

the Tipton Till Plain region (IDf\IR

G.22) . Pendleton lies on Silurian

Natural

age

Regions

1984).

Th is

limestone

and

(see

dolomite

I

. .. - _..
5 "."'_ _'

mi

~

(G.23) Ripa rian areas a re top conservation priorities. Conservation and restoration
opportunities. 20 1 I .
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In addition to grovel resources,

into

the aquifers within the underlying

flows into the Ohio River, then

glacial

the Mississippi, and finally out

deposits

and

bedrock

the

Wabash

River,

which

of Pendleton provide on ample

into the Gulf of Mexico. Locally,

source of groundwater, although

the important hydrological feature

these aquifers are by no means

for Pendleton is Fall Creek and

01. 1994)

its tributaries, the most significant

limitless. (Fenelon et.

of which are Prairie Creek and

(G.24) Exfrading gravel from glacial deposits.
IMI gravel pit. 2011.

bedrock covered by between 0
(near the falls, which are actually
on outcropping of bedrock) and
100 feet of glacial deposits (see
G .22). IMI currently mines grovel
from this layer of deposit just to

Moving upwards from geology,

Dry

hydrology forms the next level of

original siting and the first chapter

the area's ecological construction.

of

Pendleton

within

around its location at a large

the confluence of several sub

bend in Fall Creek on a natural

watersheds that form Fall Creek,

waterfall. This waterfall continues

on

lies

important

directly

tributary

of

Fork
its

Creek.

early

Pendleton's

success

the

West Fork White River and its

This hydrology is also a prime factor

watershed (see G .2S). The twin

in local soils. Pendleton's soils are

forks of the White River join in

dominated by the Crosby, Fox,

southern Indiana before flowing

and Miami soil complexes, which

the north of Pendleton (see G.24).

Regional System Flow

West Fork White River Watershed
Key
_ProI~S11.
nierstal8S

_ _ _ _ _...
10 w~

c.-:J

County BorQefJ
FEMA 100 Year FlOOdplaJ'l

. (G.25) Pendleton lies at the head of on important hydrology and habitat tributary. West Fork
White River Watershed. Data and source imagery: IGS 2011.
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Analysis

the importance of a conservation

The natural systems of Pendleton

centered group of goals, and

and contain a high proportion

provided

key insight into how

of the

of

geology,

hydrology,

and

establishing

considered prime farmland (NRCS

ecology were aHecting the local

buHers-for

Soils 2011). In fact, most of the

area. Interestingly, the falls on Fall

water

farmland surrounding Pendleton

Creek are actually a geological

corridors. In addition, the idea

is

formation

bed rock

that almost all agricultural soils

surfaces (it is covered by around

surrounding Pendleton qualify as

100 feet of glacial deposits in

Prime Farmland lends additional

et.

importance to the concept that

are moderately suitable for urban
development

(MCCOG

component

soils

considered

(NRCS

Hydrology

that

prime

Web

2006)

farmland

Survey

and

its

are

2011).

associated

most

where

locations)

soils,

the

(Fenelon

extreme

importance of

and

preserving

both

wildlife

quality-along

and

riparian

alluvial soils not only influence

al. 1994) . This is a fact that is

the

agricultural

setting

should

the disposition of soils, but also of

rarely considered in relation to

be

preserved.

(see

G .27)

wildlife corridors. This is a result

Pendleton's

of several factors related to the

and

unsuitability

of many riparian soils

for development and the critical

could

premier

feature,

potentially

oHer

a

Regional Connections

new angle for the community
to

its

celebrate

centerpiece.

rolethattransitionaryenvironments

Inventory
Central Indiana-most specifically

of local

Pendleton sits at an important

Indianapolis-has long held a

fauna. Ewing (1996) reports that

location where several small and

reputation as an important node

up to 70% of vertebrate species

intermittent

in

play in the life cycles

require

a

riparian

corridor

at

some point in their life cycles.
Thus,

major

regional

wildlife

waterways

con lOin

the

country's

transportation

to form Fall Creek, a large and

networks .

regionally

creek.

nineteenth century, Indianapolis

As

was a critical node in the national

This

significant

has two

implications.

Beginning

in

the

corridors often run along major

Pendleton sits almost at the top of

railroad

creeks and rivers, and this is the

its watersheds, Pendleton is in a

the

case near Pendleton. Fall Creek

relatively good position to control

of America ." As railroads were

of the largest

the quality of the water it sends

replaced by the National Highway

is perhaps one
wildlife

corridor collectors that

In

downstrear:n.

turn,

because

branches out from the regional

Pendleton sits at the top of an

White River wildlife corridor. As

important regional waterway, it

noted earlier, Pendleton is located

has an

at

the

confluence

of several

system

nickname

system,
an

and

"the

crossroads

Indianapolis
important

carrying

the

earned

remained
crossroads,

trans-

national

important responsibility

highway US-40. Finally, with the

to maintain the quality of water

advent of the Interstate Highway

creeks that form Fall Creek, so

it

sends

Pendleton is also located at an

of

the

important node in the wildlife

Pendleton can do this, while also

network where smaller riparian

contributing

downstream.

most
to

important
wildlife

One

system,

ways

to.

Indianapolis

host

highways

major
in

continues

trans-national

1-70

and

1-65.

habitat

non

conservation, is by establishing

Pendleton, located just 19 miles to

riparian wildlife corridors combine

buHer strips along riparian zones.

the northeast, is closely linked to

EHect on Draft Goals

systems. In 1850, the Indianapolis

wildlife

corridors

to connect to the

and
Fall

Creek

and then on to the White River.

Indianapolis' major transportation
The

examination

systems

dramatically

of

natural
reinforced

Planning an Exciting Future

and

Bellefontaine

(The

Four)

Railroad

completed

was

Big
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Fort Wayne, Lansing, Flint, and
Canada. Additionally, State Route
38 connects Pendleton directly
with Noblesville and Newcastle,
and State Route 9 joins State
Route 67 as they travel along the
east side of Pendleton. (see G.29)
Pendleton is currently disconnected
from regional trail systems, with
(G.26) Historical railroad continues to run.
CSX railroad grade crossing. 2011.

2011 Draft Goa Is v. 1

(G.28) Important highway. Interstate 69
interchange 22. 2011.

(MCCOG 2006), which still runs
through town as CSX Railroad
(see

• Preserve community charader:
-Civically active community
-Family-orientation
-Historical

of

G.26).

Throughout

Pendleton

this

grade-separated,

most

railroad
providing

is
an

interesting topographical feature,
but controlling where vehicles or

• Conserve Pendleton's setting:

-Conserve habitat lands,
especially wooded riparian
corridors and wetlands
-Conserve surrounding
agricultural lands
• Enhance loco I omenlties;
-Foils Pork

even pedestrians can cross from
the west side to the east side or
the reverse. This railroad corridor
is

among

the

railways

connecting Indianapolis with the
northeast and is currently being
considered asa potential com muter

-Downtown

rail

line

-Alternative transportation
infrostructure

and

Muncie.

rail

line,

• Achieve high-qualify growth :
-Affordable residentiol growth
that encourages a strong sense
of community
-More good ;obs within
Pendleton, such as light
industrio I
-Encourage growth that responds
to community charader

major

between
A

the

Indianapolis
now-vanished

Union

Traction

Company/Indiana Railroad

(the

Interurban),

this

once

served

function. The former right of way
of the Interurban is still visible in
Pendleton's building pattern. The
United States Route US-36 (SR
67) also runs directly between
Pendleton and Indianapolis, as
does

Interstate

69.

Pendleton

is located directly on Interstate
Highway 1-69, which is a 70 mile
per-hour limited access highway
that connects the northeast side of
Indianapolis to Anderson, Muncie,

most regional trail systems routed
at

15

miles

away from

major opportunity to link to the
regional trail system by following
the former right of way of the
Indiana Railroad (the Interurban)
or by following
an

area

Fall

Creek to

of dense trails

near

Geist Reservoir. This would link
Pendleton by regional pedestrian/
bicycle trails to the excellent trail
network around Indianapolis. This
trail would then connect Pendleton
with its close southern neighbor
Ingalls, and could also be extended
northwards to connect Pendleton
with the county seat of Anderson,
which has the beginnings of a
very good

trail

network

itself.

The "Interurban Trail" is called
for as a "priority visionary trail"
in the Indiana Greenways Plan
and is enthusiastically supported
by

the

local

planning
(MCCOG

metropolitan
organization

2010).

(see

G.30)

Analysis
As the 2006 Plan made clear,
Pendleton's location on regional
transportation networks is both a
phenomena Ieconom icopportu n ity

(G.27) Goals affected by ecology and notural
systems. Draft goals v.l. 2011.
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least

Pendleton. There is, however, a
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Indiilnill Geological Survey

(G.29) Top: Pendleton is welf.connected by
highways. Regional connedions. 20 I I .

(G.30) BaHam: Pendleton is being bypassed
by trails. Regional trails. 20 II.
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and

a

threat

to

charader. The

Pendleton's

examination

western portions, the CSX railroad.

would stand to gain substantial ly
from this possibility, and should

of

If plans move forward,

regional transportation networks

The inventory revealed a critically

made it clea r that Pendleton's

important finding that the Indiana

Pendleton should fight desperately

location makes it eligible to attract

regional trail network is completely

to receive a stop on the line

major logistics, distribution, and

bypassing

and

manufacturing employers that rely

Pendleton's desires for alternative

of this stop very carefully. It is

Pendleton .

Given

support it.

should

plan

the

location

on close access to transportation

transportation and its recreational

critical that it be located near

systems . This examination also

focus, this needs to be addressed,

Pendleton's urban core, as close

indicated

several

that

and best way to do so seems

to SR-38 as practical so that

became

critically

important

to be by embracing state and

future growth and development

circulation,

discussed

regional plans for a trail along

resulting from the stop is located

below, including the two major

the former right of way of the

where Pendleton would like to

Indiana Railroad (the Interurban).

encourage growth.

67/SR-9, the state highway that

A particularly interesting revelation

Effect on Draft Goals

to

local

highways

on

factors

either

side

of

(see G.31)

Pendleton, 1-69 and US-36/SR
that

the

CSX

Railroad

The

exam ination

of

regional

runs through Pendleton, SR-38,

was

and the raised railroad track that

may become a commuter rai l

connections

splits Pendleton into eastern and

sometime in the future . Pendleton

Pendleton's location on regional

indicated

that

~

Legend
Ideal transit stop location
••
.. ' 1-mile radius from core
Pedestrian-connected area
Residential unconnected
Business unconnected
Community unconnected
Municipal limits

Anderson
Muncie

,'.

... ( .
....
..•
:.
~

)

1

I
-1
I

~ Indianapolis
Noblesville
Carmel
Fishers

Indianapol is

nA> Fishers
L3

(G.31) A commuter roil would be good. Ideal
rail transit stop locations. 20 " .
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transportation

SR-67/SR-9, which is the town's

connections are maintained for

specific resource that Pendleton

networks

was

a

new

some

should use to achieve its goal

(typically referred to as SR-67),

historic core, especia IIy through

of attracting more good jobs to

and 1-69, which has taken on

and near Falls Park. A full 73%

growth

(sprawl)

district

distance

outside

of the

Pendleton . This examination also

increasing importance since the

of residents are within a half-mile

indicated that Pendleton should

progression

of

Indianapolis'

of Falls Park (MCCOG 2010). In

build the regional "Interurban Trail"

northeastern

expansion.

other words, Pendleton residents

to further its goals of enhancing

knew what they were talking about

alternative transportation and town

Thetown's h istoriccore and selected

when they listed town walkability

recreational amenities. (see G.37)

outgrowths feature an irregular

and associated attributes as major

urban

service

strengths . Unfortunately, much of

alleys and pedestrian sidewalks.

the development that has taken

Some

preserve

place since the 1950s/60s has not

Inventory

only some of these attributes.

continued to support walkability

Circulation patterns in the Town

According to Southworth (1997),

eitherin terms of embracing human

of Pendleton are closely linked to

the large number of intersections

scale, a proper mix

Pendleton's regional connections,

and variations created by these

or simply providing

Local Circulation

most notably SR-38,

which

is

the town's main street, US-36/

street

conditions

grid

with

outgrowths

are

optimal

for

transportation

of land uses,
alternative

infrastructure.

walking and exploring. Pedestrian

Legend

-

Pedestrian-connected area
Residential unconnected
Business unconnected
Community unconneded
Rood
Grode-separated rood
Municipal limits

O
.'Y
.i'" ..r_.5. .n.lio _ _' m; ~
(G.32) Some developments require cars for
access. Development connectivity. 2011.
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functions poorly in this area. The

off of SR-67 that are completely

intersection of SR-67 and SR-38

orphaned from any non- vehicular

was not developed at a human

circulation network . There ore not

scale
for

and

does

a Iternative

provide

within the corporate limits. Where

transportation

not

SR-67 intersects with Pendleton

infrastructure despite the prevalent

Avenue in the

of

a

community

services,

and

including

consumer
the

high

school, locoted here . Directly to
the northeast
(G.33) Currently, bikers to work in Anderson
must use this highway. SR-67. 20 II.

As noted, the maior highway SR-67
to the east of Pendleton has exerted
a ma ior influence on the town's
development. Unfortunately, also
owing in part to the effects

of

the

raised CSX Railroad, Pendleton's
pedestrian

circulation

network

of

the historic core,

north, there

better-connected

residential

neighborhood within Pendleton's
limits. Just north

of this

location is

Interstate 69, which is the location

the village of Huntsville, Indiana

of

sits at the intersection of SR-67

Business Park . This development is

and Huntsville Road. This small

within the limits of Anderson, but

village-effectively,

is an important regional employer

residential
though

not legally,

a

part of

the

"Flagship

Enterprise"

that hosts a number of medium

Pendleton-features a road grid

to-Iorge businesses including a

andhuman -scaledevelopment,but

cooperative Anderson U niversity

no sidewalks. North of this village,

Purdue University outpost campus

there are several residential loops

and a large Nestle factory (see

Legend
Develop pedestrian
infrastructure
Develop bicycle

_

i nfrastructu re
•

1 mile radius around core

Municipal limits

~-- ' -- 'Lr--"

SR

rJ
[1
(G.34) Needed alternative transportation.
Connectivity recommendations. 20 I ) .
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the same time, Pendleton should
still provide for alternative means
for residents to get to and from
work at locations on Pendleton's
fringes, although full expansion

of

the

infrastructure

may not be

network

justified

in these

locations . Alternative methods

of

transportation are on the rise, and
a significant number
(G.35)
Higher
education .
Anderson
University - Purdue University. 201 , .

(G.36) Mojor employer. Trador Supply
Distribution at interchange 19. 20 I 1.

G.35). As shown in G.32, all

of

of

Pointe" at the interchange, which

these

developments

are

hosts

them

distribution

to

currently

the

connected

pedestrian

network.

a

large

is

of

one

SR-38 on SR-67 there
significant

residential

cluster

and

of

commercial

Tractor

Supply

(see

G.36) .

center

Remy International has a large
office just east

South

of the

interchange.

There are also several consumer
services

and

an

apartment

located near the business park.

development. This development
is nearly connected to Pendleton's

The

pedestrian network, but is located

infrastructure network does not

a significant distance away from

currently

Pendleton's core. Additionally, it

developments

a Iternative
serve

transportation
any

of

a partial development that stalled

Analysis

as a result of the housing slump.

Pendleton
its

connection
transportation

most
to

significant

the

regional

network

is

at

Interstate 69 interchange 19, on
SR-38 to the west

of

(see

G .32) .

a Iternative

infrastructure
businesses,
community

expand

transportation
network

to

residences,

and

services

located

in

significant clusters contiguous to

core . Fall Creek presents a jarring

a reasonable distance of the core

gap in continuity and has therefore

(using natural boundaries such

traditionally

as SR-67 and 1-69 as a guide)

western

despite unsafe

should meet these needs and
provide for a safe bicycle or multi
use trail connecting Pendleton's
core with fringe locations north
and south on SR-67 and east and
west on SR-38 (see G.34) . There
is significance to this goal from
a regional perspective as well
because

the

"Interurban

Trail"

could easily act as a north -south
spine for this expansion

of the local

alternative transportation network.
Effect on Draft Goals
system clearly indicated the need

should

existing infrastructure and within

the

north to work,

The analysis of the local circulation

the urban

been

commuters utilize SR-67 to travel

these

is notable that this development is

Pendleton's

bicycle

conditions (see G.33). Pendleton
a business park called "Falls

accessible by car, but none of
are

of

border of Pendleton (as opposed

(see

to 1-69) . As a result ofthe explosion

of

of Indianapolis towards Pendleton,

disconnected

however, the Town of Pendleton

core, which is inconsistent with

has encouraged the development

the community's character.

G.34).

Currently,

Pend leton' s

busi nesses

from

many
are

Pendleton's
At

Planning an Exciting Future

for
on

a group

of goals focused

alternative

transportation .

Pendleton residents indicated that
they valued the walkable nature

of

their community and that they

desired

to

expand

transportation

alternative

offerings .

Within

this group, the analysis indicated
the need to extend full alternative
transportation

infrastructure

developments

adjacent

walkable
to

core,

extend

and

major

to

the

to
the

need

alternative

transportation system spines to
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2011 Draft Goals v.2
• Preserve community character:
-Civically active community
-Fami/Y-orientation
-Historical
• Conserve Pendleton's setting:
-Conserve habitat lands,
especially wooded riparian
corridors and wetlands
-Conserve surrounding
agricultural lands

maior employers located on the
fringes of Pendleton. (see G.37)

Zoning

Land

&

Use

Pe r ho USing
. Unit:

Pendleton's

existing

zoning

reflects a recognition of its historic
downtown

core

through

the

11.0%

6.3%

1 vehicle available

28.3%

32 .0%

2 vehicles available

40.8%

39 .6%

3 + vehicles available

19.9%

22.1%

Ge'
!tIna towark :
Drove alone

Pendl eon
t
Indiana
85.6%

82.5%

Carpooled

10.6%

9.7%

Worked at home

3.3%

3.2%

Walked

0.5%

2.3%

Public transportation

0.0%

1.0%

inclusion of "downtown business"
and "historic residential" zoning
classifications. Within the historic
land

uses

are

closely

• Expand alternative transportation
-Extend infrastructure to
developments ad;acent to the
walkable core
-Extend system spines to maior
employers located on the fringes
of Pendleton
-Conned to Indiana's regional
trail system
• Enhance local amenities:
-Falls Park
-Downtown

have logical utility as residential

integrated

although

there

are

few examples of commercial and
residential usesoccupyi ng thesame
building. The first floors of most
downtown buildings are occupied,
but many upper floors remain
unused,

although

they

would

apartments. Public input in the
2006 Plan indicated the need for
additional restaurants downtown
(MCCOG

2006).

(see

G.39)

The elementary school and middle
school are located directly adjacent
to the historic residential zoning
classification to the east, and the
town's large park and community
buildings are located immediately
north and to the northeast. In
this fashion, a resident living in
Pendleton's historic core is able to
live, shop, eat out, access a variety
of household and

professional

services, play, exercise, participate
in local government, and go to,
or work at, school without owning
a car. This is perhaps reflected
in statistics showing that a 75%
greater proportion of households

Mean traveltime:

25.2 min. 22.7 min.

(G_38)
Travel
statistics.
American
Community Survey. US Census 2009.

in Pendleton lack a vehicle than
is typical for Indiana (US Census
2009). At the same time, however,
statistics on method oftrovel towork
(see G.38) reveal that although
there are many things that a
Pendleton resident can do without
owning a car, very few residents
(only 3.8%, the maiority of whom
work at home) go to work without
the use of one. The fact that many
Pendleton

residents

commute

long distances to work is reflected
in the 11 % higher average travel
time and potentially in the higher
proportion of workers carpooling
(since

carpooling's

compound

for

distances)

(US

advantages
long

travel

Census

2009).

Most of Pendleton's large non
service

em ployers

a re

located

to the west of the historic core
near Interstate 69

interchange

19, and zoning reflects ample
opportunity to expand commercial
and light industrial uses in this
location.

Pend leton' s east side

near SR-67 contains a mix of
commercial

(G.37) Goals affected by transportation and
connections. Draft goals v.2. 2011.
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Pen dlean
t
Ind'o
I na

o vehicles available

Inventory

core,

• Achieve high-Quality growth:
-AHordable residential growth
that encourages a strong sense
of community
-Attract more good ;obs
within Pendleton, such as light
industrial, by taking advantage
of Pendleton's excellent regional
location
-Encourage growth that responds
to community character

2005·2009 American Community SUIYey

The Town of Pendleton, Indiana

and

residential

obviously

of residences with access to Fall

Analysis

oriented toward a car culture.

Park, and remains within walking

Much

Most

and so may be an acceptable

single-use

zoning

distance
of the

agricultural

land

of the historic core,

of

Pendleton's

current

zoning and land use make good
sense,

but there

is

room

for

within Pendleton's municipal limits

location

of

improvement. Although Pendleton

is located to the northwest of the

residential land use if developed

has made some provisions for

historic core and displays a clear
trend

of encroaching residential

for

expansion

contiguously to the
with

an

town

and

appropriate character.

multiple

land

uses,

its zoning

classifications still fundamentally

development. This quadrant of

represent

the town features a co-location

scheme that fails to encourage

a

single-use

zoning

Zoning
Muncipal Limits
Agricultural
Rural res.
Single-family res.
Historic res.
Multi.family res.

_

Downtown business
Commercial
light Industrial
Institutional
Park and rec.
USGS US Topo

(G.39) Pendleton's land uses are intermixed near the core. Pendleton Zoning. Data: MCCOG.
Source imagery: USGS. 201 I.
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Finally, Pendleton should consider

would

the annexation of Huntington. The

community character. (see G.46)

all

tend

to

preserve

village of Huntington has a history
almost as old as Pendleton, but
unlike

(G.40) Multiple land uses coexist peacefully in
this locotion. Edge of Downtown. 2011.

the

co-location

of

compatible

uses, such as consumer-oriented
commercial

with

multi-family

housing. Zoning classifications for
developed land should therefore
be changed to reflect 'habitats' of
compatible uses instead of a focus
on single-uses. Incentives for the
sensitive incorporation of multiple
uses
The

should
fact

that

be

considered .

current

zoning

recognizes the unique conditions
present in the downtown area is
excellent and should be retained.

scheme is the lack of a reflection of
preferred development locations .
The establishment of a preferred
growth

district

would

enable

the town to target incentives at
areas where growth will benefit
the town while protecting prime
farmland surrounding Pendleton.
The current zoning scheme makes
it seem as if any development
location is equally desirable to
Pendleton, when in fact there are
obiective reasons why locations
close

to

the

core

are

better

for the town and its residents.
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Huntington

does not have a government, and

Inventory

so does not have development

Pendleton's popu lation over the

controls or a plan for guiding

age of 16 is 4,441 individuals,

future development. Since current

of whom 54.5% make up the

land use patterns indicate that

labor force . This

Huntington

may

to

continue

lower

is a

proportion

of

17.4%
working

attract a node of growth, and

individuals

since the formation of this node

the state of Indiana, yet Pendleton's

in a high-quality manner would

average household income is 6.0%

of

higher. Among those who seek to

life for those affected, Pendleton

work, only 3.6% are unemployed

should

further town goals and quality
annex

that this

as

compared

to

Huntington

so

compared to 7.7% in the state.

development can

be

Housing vacancies as well

properly guided and incentivized.

as

the rental vacancy rate are lower
(the rental vacancy rate is 0 .0%),

Effect on Draft Goals

and

The examination of zoning and

according to the law of supply

of

and demand, in the median home

changes to the draft goals. As

value and vacancy rate, which

a part of achieving high-quality

are correspondingly 8.8% and

growth, the examination indicated

4.9% higher than for the state.

the need for the establishment of

(US Census 2009) (see G.41)

land uses indicated a number

a

A shortfall of the current zoning

Pendleton,

Economic Conditions

preferred

these

facts

are

reflected,

development zone.

Such a zone would also tend

This apparent prosperity is not

to support the conservation of

explained by occupational data .

undeveloped lands . The analysis

Pendleton makes up for its higher

also indicated the need to revise

proportion

of service workers with

existing zoning codes to reflect a

fewer sales and office workers,

habitat-land-use mentality instead

and the town's higher numbers

of a single-land use mentality.

of construction workers are neatly

Finally,

also

offset by a lower number of factory,

indicated the need to improve

warehouse, and logistics workers.

the

utilization

examination
of

downtown

by

(US Census 2009) (see G.41)

increasing the intensity of usage
(in terms
business
and
if

of additional consumer

Examining

the

industries

that

space,

residences,

make up Pendleton's economy, it

employment

opportunities

is clear that cultural and consumer

possible).

These

changes

services

The Town of Pendleton, Indiana

form

an

important

segment, as was indicated in the

white-collar industries are also

than the number of workers in

occupational data. In fact, this

under-represented in Pendleton's

its labor force . Allbusiness.com
(2011)

it is notable

statistics

also

confirm

industry employs nearly a third

economy. Finally,

of all workers, which is a 37.4%

that Pendleton has a much higher

the

higher proportion of workers than

proportion

of

retail, service, and construction

the state average. A sim ilar pattern

workers in public administration

industries to Pendleton's economy,

exists for the construction industry:

than the average for the state .

together providing over 52 . 1% of

employing just over a tenth of all

(US Census 2009) (see G.4 1)

total

(58.8%

higher)

critical

importance

of the

Pendleton company sales

(Alibusiness.com2011).(seeG.42)

workers, which is a 59.7% higher
proportion of workers than the state

In total, Pendleton has around

average. Perhaps more striking is

564

companies

employing

Analysis

the clear under-representation of

3,289 people and engaging in

Pendleton's economy enjoys a

the education and health care

annual sales of $153,851,616

healthy mix of industries with a

sectors of the economy. Though

(Allbusiness .com

(see

sufficient number of jobs to employ

two

rapid ly

DP.16) . These figures should not

all working people in Pendleton

growing industries, they employ

be interpreted as exact numbers,

(Allbusiness .com 2011) . In reality,

only 15.9% of Pendleton workers,

but they do give a rough figure

many

which is a 25 .7% lower proportion

that

elsewhere, and many Pendleton

than the state average . Other

currently

of

Indiana' s most

indicates

201 1)

that

provides

Pendleton
more

Civilian labor force (16+)

Indiana

4,441

4,936,695

Toto I housinQ units

3,003,247
7.7O/C

3 .6o/c

IPercent Unemployed
2,242

Companies Employees
IndusiriesinPendletan,IN

1564

13,289

Sales
1$153,851 ,6161

66.0o/c

54 .5o/c
2,309

live

Al lbus in ess.com Industry Data

Pendleton
lin labor force

workers

residents work elsewhere. Given

jobs

2005·2009 American Community Survey
Population (16+)

Pendleton

2,775,849

!Vacant housing units

8 .9o/c

1l. 10/,

IRe ntal vacancy rate

0 .0%

9 .9%

Num be raIeompanies
Personal and business services

18.8%

5 .9%

9 .0%

Construction

14.9%

10.2%

33. 1%

Retail and who lesale trade

13.6%

19.4%

10.0%

Employment
13.6%

19.4%

10.0%

Average household income
Median home value

557,295

$54 ,040

Manulacturinq

Retai l and wholesole trade

3.4 %

18.4%

5 .0%

S130.800

S120,200

A uto motive

3.3%

17.3%

l.9%

Median monthly rent

5 704

$671

Sales
Construct ion

14.9%

Retai l and wholesale trade

13.6%

10.2%
19.4%

33. 1%
10.0%

Pe rsonal and bu siness serv ices

18.8%

5 .9%

9.0%

o ccupohons
Busi ness person, professio nal

30.50/,

30.60/,

Service worker

27.20/.

24.60/,

Construction trade worker

15.90/,

9.50/,

Factory, warehouse , logistics

14.60/,

18.70/,

Construction

14.9%

10.2%

33 . 1%

Salesperson, oHice worker

11.4o/c

16. 1O/C

Retail ond wholesale trade

13.6%

19.4%

10.0%

0 .3o/c

0.50/,

Personal ond Business Services

18.8%

5 .9%

9.0%

Manufacturing

3.4 %

18.4%

5 .0%

Former

Ind USTry
t -,;lypeS

Aggr~ote Average

Consumer and cultural services

32 .30/,

23.50/,

Automotive

3 .3%

17.3%

l.9%

Blue ·collar, nal construct ion

25 .2%

27 .9o/c

Ag., Forestry. fish ., Hunt.

7.7%

2 .3%

4 O"A,

Education and health core

15.9%

21.4 0/,

Tran sportation and warehousinq

2 .7%

3 .5%

6 .3%

Con struction

10.7%

6 .70/.

Professional services

7.0%

2 . 1%

3 .0%

Wh ile collor, not ed. and health

10.4%

12.9%

5 .4o/c

3.4 o/c

Publ ic adm inistration

'Average house hold income is avg . of median and mean

Food and Beveraqe

4.6%

4. 6%

2 .2%

Bonking and Finance

2 .6%

2.7%

5.2%

'Due to data limitations, figures given os percentage of Pendleton total

(G.41) Economic statistics. American
Community Survey. US Census 2009.

(G.42) Pend/etan's critical industries. Induslry
slalisl/es. AI/business. com 20 I 1.
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Pend leton' s residents' prosperity,
the

indication

Pendleton

is

residents

that

many

choose

to

same place . This would also assist

demand for and increased supply

in

of housing to own. As a result,

bringing

down

Pendleton's

longer-than-normal

average

a

rental-ownership
of

go elsewhere to obtain top-rate

commute time (US Census 2009).

mix

employment, and that many low

Lowering

40% rental seems appropriate .

wage positions are filled by those

average commute time will also

living elsewhere (US Census 2009).

support the all-important goal of

Pend leton' s economy

This situation actually implies and

preserving community character

several legs, which is very good for

gives force to two goals from

(because residents with more time

stability. Construction and Services

the 2006 Comprehensive Plan

are more capable of participating

are

(MCCOG) : to develop economic

in the town's active civic life.

but

opportunities

within

Pendleton

residents'

Pendleton,

60%

housing

two
like

In terms of housing types, statistics

a ll income- levels. By making it

show

30%

that

of

Pendleton

and

rests

on

Pendleton

specialties,

many

economies,

manufacturing

and to provide a housing for

ownership

and

education

a lso playa large role (US Census
2009)

(Allbusiness .com

2011) .

easier for the less prosperous to

residents rent, but that the rental

In accordance with Pendleton's

live in Pendleton, and providing

vacancy rate is abnormally low,

stated

more and higher- quality iobs

signa ling a lack of supply. In

manufacturing has room to grow

in Pendleton, more people will

addition,

market

to the state average. Pendleton is

be able to live and work in the

meltdown of 2007 has lowed

severely underrepresented in the

the

housing

ambitions,

the

role

Legend
' . .'

Target business develop.
1 mile around core
Pedestrian-connected area
Non-Target Business
Community
Non-core residential
Municipal limits

....•........

.
••

."

•••• 4

.-

·

•
••

V.' "." ,. ._

(G.43) Promoting nearby jo bs. Target
business development locations. 20 11.
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of

health care sector, but may have

the

manufacturing

and

difficulty establishing itself in that

collar job sectors.

white

(see G.46)

Utility Services

or

services
this

is

assisted

an

because

exception

alleyways, in Pendleton's historic
core

Inventory

and

along

highways.

to

An important piece of the Town of
Pendleton's economic picture is the

Pendleton's water utilities include

that

town's utility structure . Residents

a municipal potable water utility

community

and other businesses receive three

and a regional wastewater utility.

advantage

field

to

the

(IMPA 2011). Electric power lines

has a

Pendleton

competitive
due

living

fossil fuels

but are raised, travelling along

69 interchange lOin Noblesville .
Retirement

on

are buried in newer developments,

field due to the concentration of
health care serVices at Interstate

generators rely

in

character, as demonstrated by age

basic types

power,

The Town of Pendleton's potable

cohort statistics and a currently

water, and telecommunications.

water utility draws water from

successful retirement home (US

Power

Census 2009). There may also

are

be an opportunity to increase

and natural gas . Natural gas,

Madison

the number of white-collar jobs

including

Water

of utilities:

utilities
composed
high-

in

Pendleton

bedrock aquifers and purchases

of

electricity

some finished water from Southern

pressure

lines

Utilities

Company

(Pendleton
2010) .

The

within Pendleton to bring their

for businesses, is provided and

utility's wells are located near

weight in Pendleton's employment

serviced in a standard fashion

the

mix

by Vectren Corp . Most Pendleton

elementary school and the CSX

to

the

Indiana

average.

town's

residents (67 . 1%) utilize natural

railroad.

core

The

between

2010

the

Drinking

gas heating, with 24.2% utilizing

Water Quality Report indicated no

economic

electric heat (US Census 2009).

contaminant violations (Pendleton

conditions indicates, together with

Electricity is provided and serviced

Water

other topics, that the goal-area of

by the Town of Pendleton as a

Comprehensive Plan notes that

Effect on Draft Goals
The

examination

of

Company) .

The

2006

growth may be better treated in

municipal electric utility. Municipal

the potable water supply is ample

two sections. On one hand, there

electric utility rates are an average

and easily expandable (MCCOG).

is a need to encourage growth to

of 9 .3% less than from investor

The regional wastewater utility that

respond to local character, which

owned utilities (IMPA 2010). In

serves Pendleton is the Fall Creek

requires a certain set of tools . On

addition, the

utility is actually

Regional

Wastewater

District,

the other hand, there is a need to

owned

practice the traditional planning

organization of its clients (i.e. the

townships

art of "economic development."

town), and so possesses a structure

This wastewater utility sets high

by

the

representative

which serves the three southern
of Madison

County.

These are not conflicting goals;

that places the goa Is of the town's

standards and has won numerous

they simply represent two aspects

residents above the desire for

awards from various state and

of growth: the character of growth

profits. The Pendleton Municipal

national environmental agencies

and the encouragement of growth.

Electric Utility is a member of the

(FCRWD

As a part of the character of

Indiana Municipal Power Agency

operates a conventional activated

growth, residential growth should

(IMPA), which owns 811 MW of

sludge treatment plant located

include low-income options and

electricity generation capacity and

just northeast of the Town of

should aim for 40% rental housing

purchases additional power on the

Ingalls,

of

bulk market (IMPA 2011) through

of the center of Pendleton (see

encouraging growth, Pendleton's

the Midwest ISO (MISO 2011) .

G.44) . From this center, the utility

economy has room to grow in

All of IMPA's current and planned

utilizes

(60%

ownership).

In

terns

Planning an Exciting Future
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or

an

3

The

miles

extensive

utility

southwest

collection
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and those who still utilize land

to under performing examples of

line

enjoy

the typical structure, and these do

significant competition for their

not apply to Pendleton's utilities.

is

Many other costs, however, are

telephone

business.

Television

system composed of 70 miles of
sanitary sewer and 48 lift stations

service

even more liberally provided ' for

systemic,

through satellite, radio-wove, and

Pendleton's electricity is generated

cable. Since satellite and radio

by

wave reception is typical for the

expensive fossil fuels that cannot

region in Pendleton, a healthy

be obtained indefinitely and pose

for

recognized public health hazards

competitive

(G.44) 3 miles from Pendleton . Activated
sludge treatment plant. Google 2011.

service

market

exists

(FCRWD 2011). This collection
. system

does

not

service

any

significant burden of stormwater,
unlike

many-

or

most-in

central Indiana, and Pendleton's
standards

development

maintain this positive condition .
The last third of Pendleton's public
utilities are the often-overlooked
telecommunications
Within

telecommunications

telephone
service,

utilities .

service,
and

Telephone

television

internet

service

are

service.

consists

of

cellular and land-line telephony.
Cellular coverage is good from

apply

fully.

environmentally

(although

is a local coble monopoly owned

gas is itself a fossil fuel, and

by Comcast. High-speed internet

contributes similar costs under a

not locally).

Natural

service in Pendleton varies across

different distribution mechanism.

the town, but is available in some

While Pendleton's power utilities

form everywhere . The entire town

do not lag behind the region's, the

is serviced by the cable provider,

fact that Pendleton owns its utility

Comcast. DSL is available from

makes

severa I providers in some locations,

for the town to proactively move

but not everywhere. The business

towards

pork on Interstate 69 receives fiber

sustainable electricity generation.

optic line service, which is state of

This potential is enhanced through

the art and is capable of servicing

the town's membership in the

all types of telecommunications .

Indiana Municipal Power Agency,

it

theoretically

possible

and

healthier

more

which is in turn a registered market
Analysis

participant in the regional bulk

In the best cases, the typical utility

electricity excha nge (MISO 2011 ) .

structure of the midwest creates

These would provide additional

a situation where local utilities

flexibility for the town if it were to

provide forthe needs and desires of

pursue electricity generation. This

a community at a reasonable price

potential should be considered;

while safeguarding public safety

it

and, to a degree, environmental

investment,

health . Pendleton is an example

significant economic development

of such

a

benefits as well

standard

measures, Pendleton's

best case.

utilities succeed
this

should

not

By the

brilliantly,
be

would

involve
but

significant

could
from

provide
publicity

and cheap supply perspectives.

and

It is critical to note that reduction

forgotten.

of electric loads is even more

At the same time, American culture

effective

has become increasingly aware of

of

a number of hidden costs of the

Pendleton should pursue electric

typical utility structure. Some of

load reduction first by providing

these costs, like CSOs, are related

education and support to residents

all standard regional providers
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expending

so

television service, although there

to service 70 square miles of
territory and over 25,000 people

and

The Town

of Pendleton, Indiana

than

generation

improvement
resources,

and

aquifer recharge. In other words,

programs and by encouraging the

Pendleton performs an excellent

collection of rainwater for use as

of

implementation

an

old

greywater.

Town

development

wastewater management strategy.

ordinances could also be altered

The current plant performs well

to encourage the installation of

enough that replacement currently

such systems in new development.

makes no sense. Yet, expansion
of

Pendleton's

management

(G.4S)
Pendleton
run s
two
utilifies.
Pendleton's muncipal building. 2011 .

wastewater

needs

would

The

level

to

of service

Pendleton's

provided

residents

and

ultimately be better met through

businesses by telecommunications

the use of constructed wetlands

utilities is standard,

or living machines than through

comparison to the town's other

continued investment in the existing

utilizes .

plant.

near source

telecommunications utilities are

loads, these systems could also

lacking, except in the business

supply greywater to surrounding

park, where the provision of fiber

If placed

By

this

except by

standard,

the

development, which would slow

optic service is ideal (Pendleton

aquifer discharge. It is unlikely,

2011) .

however, that plant capacity will

capability the town has shown as

be exceeded within the planning

an administrator of public utilities

horizon

for this

plan

(2020).

Typical

potable

water

systems

pose

Considering

the

great

(see G.4S), fiber optic service
should be expanded throughout

and businesses willing to reduce
their impact and monthly bills.
Pendleton's wastewater treatment
utility

and

the

area's

on-site

stormwater management standard
are

truly

exceptional.

At

the

same time, the utility's 70 miles
of

sewer pipes

are

themselves

a cause for concern in terms of
long-term maintenance and the
eventual need for modernization
or replacement (FCRWD 2011).
The utility's 48 lift stations and
the

treatment

plant

itself

all

require extensive energy inputs
that are obtained from fossil-fuel
generated
2011).

electricity

Additionally,

(FCRWD
the

utility

directs a steady supply of ground
sourced water into Fall Creek,
which

does

little

to

supply

particular

no

the town as a third municipal
Google

utility. . The

community

environmental or public health

contest of 2010, in which many

hazards except through excessive

communities

pipe infrastructure requirements.
The

of

location

Pend leton' s

competed

for an investment by Google in
expanding

fiber

wells alleviates this issue. There

demonstrated

is,

development

and

however,

an

public

environmental

health

fiercely

optic

service,

economic

the
potential

of

the

hazard

provision of fiber optic service. In

associated with rapid depletion

practical terms, a growing number

of groundwater aquifers, which

of companies competing in the so

is caused by consumption rates .

called "new economy

II

have only

Pend leton' s

one requirement: Internet service.

does

not

As such, these companies are

implementation of

looki ng for inexpensive locations

a greywater utility, which would

with very high quality of life and

reduce this hazard . Still, Pendleton

as

can

possible-this is Pendleton exactly

Unfortunately,
wastewater

system

support the

spread

awareness

and

the

fastest

Internet

service

promote responsible groundwater

if it implements a municipal fiber

stewardship in

optic

its citizens and

businesses through water reduction

utility.

Since

Pendleton

already has fiber optic service at

promote

Planning an Exciting Future
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2011 Draft Goals v.3

Pendleton's setting:
-Conserve habitat lands,
especially wooded riparian
corridors and wetlands
-Conserve surrounding
agricultural lands

-Increase utilization of downtown
encouraging upper-floor
residential, additional consumer
services, new office space, and
inf;/I as appropriate

• Conserve

• Preserve community character:
-Civically active community
-Family-orientation
-Historical
-Establish a preferred
development zone
-Encourage "habitats" of
compatible mixed uses instead of
single-use zoning
-Create affordable rental and
ownership residential growth that
encourages a strong sense of

community

by

• Enhance local amenities:
-Falls Park

• Achieve high-quality economic
growth:
-Attract manufacturing iobs
to Pendleton by promoting
Pendleton's excellent regional
location and desirable utility
structure and offerings
-Attract white-collar ;obs to
Pendleton's core by promoting its
fiber-optic service and the town's
high quality of life
-Implement a municipal fiber-optic
utility in Pendleton's core

• Expand alternative transportation
-Extend infrastructure to
developments adjacent to the
walkable core
-Extend system spines to maior
employers located on the fringes
of Pendleton
-Connect to Indiana's regional
trail system

(G.46) Goals affected by zoning, econom ics,
and utilities. Draft goals v.3. 2011 .

several of Pendleton's goals by

its outstanding feature : the falls

near the interstate, a mere 1-mile

its business park, which is located

creating a strong force that attracts

of Fall Creek (MCCOG 2010) .

extension could bring fiber optic

white-collar jobs to Pendleton's

The settlement's location on the

service to Pendleton's core . This

core-potentially

a

falls served a practical purpose

expansion would corry a relatively

condition

downtown

as well as a scenic one : the

creating

where

low up-front cost because raised

is not only fully tenanted, but

hydrologic potential at the falls

utility wires serve so much of

where

infill

provided ideal motive force for

Pend leton' s dense core and the

is called for. This review also

water mills, the first of which

approaching highway. With this

indicated that Pendleton's local

was built in 1821 (Roberson et.

utility structure, fiber optic wires,

01. 1984) . Pendleton's regional

and

prominence

investment,
attract

Pendleton

high-quality

could

jobs within

context-sensitive

high-pressure

natural

gas

cemented

its walkable core, which would

lines

major

when it was selected as Madison

meet several community goals.

attractant force for manufacturing

County's first county seat in 1823

locate in the

(although the seat was moved

Effect on Draft Goals

1-69 business park. (see G.46)

to Anderson in 1827) (Roberson

are

potentially

jobs that would

of

The examination

a

Pendleton's

utilities raised many interesting

et.

Historic Context

outcome.

This

outcome,

01 .

1984) .

milestone

issues, but only one actionable

38

was

in

An

important

Native

American

rights was marked in Pendleton
Inventory

in 1825 when the perpetrators

fi rst

to

of the Fall Creek Massacre were

Pendleton was John Rogers in

hung near the falls (MCCOG

The

1818, who was soon followed

2010).

implementation of a municipal

by other homesteaders attracted

Pendleton laid out the first plot of

fiber-optic

to the area's natural beauty and

the settlement, then known as "the

however, was a critical piece in

The

composing Pendleton's economic
development

strategy.

utility

would

serve

The Town

settler

to

come

of Pendleton, Indiana

In

1830,

Thomas

M.

-:,-. PENDLETON .
-

MADI'~N

CD- 

(G.49) In its heyday, the 1920s· 1950s, this natural pool was considered the premier swimming
location in the state (MCCOG 2010). Falls Park pool in the 19505. Afoise Jarrett 2010,

and it continued to be popular

(G.47) Pendleton's core and first few
additions, with the existing rail line already
visible, Historical map of Pendleton.
Illustrated Historical Atlas of the State of
Indiana, 1876 Image courtesy of the David
Rumsey Collection ,

The arrival of the Indianapolis

well into the 1950s or later. This

and

in

spurred a larger transformation

Bellefontaine

Railroad

1850, which is still in operation

of Pendleton's economy into a

as the CSX Railroad, served as a

regional recreational destination

lasting economic engine that set

featuring Falls Park. Although the

Pendleton's growth in motion. After

park flagged in the 1960s and

adding

the pool closed in 1969 (due to

several

new

additions,

Pendleton was incorporated on

upstream pollution), the Park and

Christmas Eve of 1853 (MCCOG

Recreation

2006). The new town continued

tirelessly since its formation in

to succeed as an industrial hub

1972 to continuously improve

Board

has

worked

based on its location on two

what is now Pendleton's foremost

railroads

asset, Falls Park. (MCCOG 201 O)

and

the

east-central

Indiana natural gas boom. Unlike
many gas boom cities, however,

These two identities, a regional

Pendleton did not flicker out with

transportation

hub

and

a

the lastofthe gas lamps, Pendleton

regional recreational destination,

Falls on Fall Creek. A/oise Jarrett 2010,

retained an excellent location on

continue to

define

Falls," and in turn the town was

two railroads and could rely on

economic

position

(G.4S)

The originol condition of the foils .

named
et. 01,

"Pendleton"

(Roberson

1984) , Another notable

event occurred in Pendleton in

Pendleton's
today.

high-quality local manufacturing
facilities

left

over

boom (Roberson et.

from

the

01. 1984),

1843, when Frederick Douglass

Analysis
There are at least two useful
extractions

from

Pendleton's

history:

indication

and his audience, in the midst of

Pendleton's

a lecture, were overtaken by an

occurred in the 1920s. In 1918,

armed mob that chased Douglass

Pendleton created Falls Park, and in

regional

economy

to the south side of Fall Creek

1921 the area below the falls was

and

idea

and beat him until he was rescued

formed into a natural pool. This

is a historical destination with

by

(MCCOG

pool attracted thousands of visitors

specific

2006)

almost immediately upon opening,

Pendleton's historical niches as

local

2010).

Quakers
(MCCOG

next

boom

period

Planning an Exciting Future

an

Pendleton
the

has

fit

how

into

the

historically,

that

historical

of

Pendleton

significance.
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a transportation hub and tourist/

Pendleton's identity and continued

recreational destination continue

appeal

to be applicable today. Historically,

sustained historical significance;

relate

to

Pendleton's

Pendleton had a much more active

this subject is a broad one in

manufacturing/industrial economy

terms of potential ways to utilize

than it has today, which perhaps

it to achieve town goals, and so

reinforces

manufacturing

deserves a goal area. Within this

is a potential growth area for

goal, Pendleton should enhance its

that

Pendleton . Compared to historical

identity as a historical destination

levels, Pendleton's recreation and

that is significant for the Pioneer

transportation sectors a Iso have

Era/pre-Civil War unrest, Indiana's

room

industrialization, and its identity

to grow,

indicating

that

Pendleton may be under-utilizing

as a Roaring Twenties resort spot.

its

The examination

location,

and

that

future

of

Pendleton's

investments in local recreational

historical

resources targeted at a regional

indicated Pendleton's continued

audience

significance

as

recreational

destination

may

Pend leton' s

be

justified.

specific

historical

significance

includes

significance
a

also
regional
that

should be enhanced. (see G.57)

events

of national significance in the

(G.49) Original brick street. Braodway
Street. 2011.

Local Features

Pioneer/Pre-Civil War era from
a Carnegie

1818-1849 (first settler 1818, first

Inventory

county seat 1823, the water-mill

Pendleton, Indiana is home to

industry, the Fall Creek Massacre

a

executions

in

1825,

and

the

large

number of significant

historical, cultural, and natural

mobbing and rescue of Frederick

features

Douglass in 1843), participation

Pendleton's

in

Indiana's

beginning
Indianapolis

in

that

contribute
unique

to

appeal.

industrialization
the

&

1850s

(the

Pendleton's

historic

features

Bellefontaine/

include four listings on the National

the Big Four railroad, the Union

Register of Historic Places. Among

Company/Indiana

these, the most significant and well

Traction

Railroad/Interurban,

and

the

advertised is the Pendleton Historic

natural gas boom), and the town's

District,

identity as a Roa ring Twenties resort

the historic portion

spot (MCCOG 2006, MCCOG

(the area

2010, Roberson et. al. 1984).

most of the urban core of the

which

encompasses

of

near the

Falls Park
falls)

and

town. This district includes 656
Effect on Draft Goals

structures or resources, including

The inventory and analysis of

historical

Pendleton's

context

Creek Massacre hangings and

of

the Frederick Douglass incident,

historical

revealed that a significant part

40

markers

of

the

Fall

Library,

a c. 1850

Pioneer-style log house, and a
variety of outstanding examples
of

1840s- 1940s

architecture

(Roberson et. al. 1984) . Many

of

the resources within this district
contain

great

significance

on

their own, such as Falls Park and
the Fall Creek Massacre marker.
The

majority

however,

of

gains

its

the

district,

significance

due to its extant evidence

of what

a small town was like around
the beginning of the twentieth
century, as expressed by the town's
layout and the many remaining
examples

of

period architecture.

Two significant streets within this
district are Broadway Street, which
retains original brick paving and
a

The Town of Pendleton, Indiana

well-preserved

collection

of

Downtown Event

Foils Pork Event

April

O~ning Da'LParade

May·

Annual Highway 38 Sale
Pet Parade
Annual Garden Walk

Openino Day
Encounter at the Falls

June*
July·
August*
Outfitter's Block Par1'L
September Pendleton Fall Festival
"Scarecrows on Display"
October

J

lions Club June Jamboree
"Pound the Pavement" 5k
Outfitter's Back to School Fair
Heritaoe Fair/Quilts in the Pork
FFA Booster's Car Show

Halloween Parade
Christmas in Pendleton
·Free concerts are held in the park monthly durinq the summer

November

(G.50) Pendletons biggest event. "Encounter
at the Falls" banner. 20] 1.

(G.51) A full events schedule. Annual
Events in Pendleton. 20] 1.

c.1900 Carpenter-Builder houses

the year (see G.S1). These are

(see G.49), and State Street (SR

often synchronized so that there

38,

complete listing

of

major events.

Pendleton's "main street")'

is one activity going on in Falls

Pendleton

which features a significant group

Park and a corresponding activity

agriculture opportunities through a

of

commercial

occurring on nearby State Street

highlypopularCommunityGarden

these streets is

only a block away. Events on State

sponsored by the Public library

c.1890-c.1900

buildings. Each

of

also

offers

urban

successful in conveying a historic

Street often involve the closure

and the Parks Department, which

setting and feel throughout the

of

Pendleton Avenue, but cannot

has maintained a waiting list for

year, but in addition, they have

close State Street (SR-38). Foremost

plots during each yea r of operation

become

special

among Pendleton's events is the

(see G.S2). A Farmer's Market

cultural events. Broadway Street

Encounter at the Falls, a three

operates downtown on Saturdays

locations

for

becomes the showcase residential

day history-buff mega-event (see

between April and September and

street during holidays, especially

G.SO), which is coordinated with

occasionally during the winter.

Halloween

the regionally- popular Annual

and

Christmas.

Sale

to

attract

enormous flock

of

tourists

Children generally begin trick

Highway

or-treating on Broadway Street at

an

38

Pendleton's Falls Park is a truly
significant

recreational

feature

Halloween. During the Christmas

from a wide area. Bizarrely, the

that draws users regionally and in

season, Broadway Street becomes

Encounter at the Falls emphasizes

certain instances, at a state-wide

a decoration-viewing destination.

Civil War history, which Pendleton

scale. In addition to being listed on

enjoys very limited Significance

the National Register and enjoying

in. Closely following this event

significant historical significance,

As the "main street" of Pendleton,
State
part

Street
of

is

nearly

an

important

every

is the Pendleton Fall Festival and

major

Heritage Fair, which has similar

Pendleton event. Several highly

fare, but is a mega-event at a

active community organizations

more local-regional scale. The

including the Pendleton Business

Heritage Fa ir's historical aspects

Association and the lions Club

involve a more-appropriate focus

work with the town and other

on pioneer-era history, but do

active organizations to hold at

not specifically embrace any of

least one tourist-drawing event

Pend leton' s significant historica I

during every pleasant month of

events. Table G.S1 gives a more
(G.52) There are waiting lists to get a plot.
Pendleton Community Garden. 20] 1.

Planning an Exciting Future
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the park includes miles of nature

Pendleton Population Projection

trails, a state-of-the-art amateur
baseball complex that hosts the

community

6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000

facilities, a skateboarding facility,

o

annual little league state finals,
a semi-pro football team

(the

Pendleton Pirates), breath-taking
views

of

Fall

playground,

Creek,

several

a

large

5125
3873

basketball and volleyball courts,
a historical museum, and the only
public pool in southern Madison
County. As noted, the park hosts
numerous events throughout the
year that draw very large crowds
from

the

surrounding

region.

Finally, Pendleton is located and
developed

to

of

outstanding

several

take

advantage
natural

features. Foremost among these
are

the

Falls

on

Creek ,

Fall

which have been discussed in
earlier sections of this inventory.
Fall Creek itself is highly visible
within the town and from Falls
Park. Falls Park, in fact, has been
excellently

located

to

preserve

and showcase many of the area's
best

features, . including

those

discussed as well as Fall Creek's
tributaries and a wetland system
that exists to the north of the park.
Soil

and

flood

conditions

surrounding Fall Creek have also
led to the preservation (thus far) of
a large amount of tree cover. Fall
Creek Township,with 7%tree-cover,
has a 437.5% higher proportion
of tree cover than Madison County
taken as a whole (MCCOG 2006).
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4253

2130

2309

Year 1980

Year 1990

Year 2000

Year 2010

Year 2020

(G.53) Base? on recent growth trends, Pendleton's population may be 5125 by the year 2020.
US Decennial Census data with population projection. US Census 2011.

Analysis

and also made clear the need

All of Pendleton's listed features

for a group of recreational goals.

represent excellent town strengths.

Specifically, the National Register

Obviously,

Pendleton

enjoys a

historic district should be included

significant

weight

of

historical

as

a

critical

historical

asset.

cultural features, and also enjoys

Under the recreational group of

popular

themed

goals, Pendleton should continue

features due to its agricultural

to improve the park, expand its

setting.

offerings of regionally impressive

agriculturally
From

perspective,

an

outsider's

Pendleton's

events

amateur

sports

facilities,

and

are perhaps the thing that sets

enhance its nature trail offerings.

Pendleton apart as a community

Also, Pendleton's connection to

(after Falls Park and the downtown) .

the state's regional trail network

Based on the disconnect between

makes

Pendleton's rich historical heritage

recreational group of goals than

of

more

sense

under the

its events ,

under alternative transportation,

Pendleton's events could probably

as people are more likely to utilize

be used to better effect, although

regional

and the themes

trails

they are extremely impressive as

as

is.

transportation .

Pend leton' s natura I features

opposed

for

recreation

to

utilitarian

(see

G .57)

indicate part of the reason why
Pendleton

has

developed

a

Population Growth

recreational focus, but a brief
description of Falls Park clearly

Prediction

indicates why Pendleton has risen to

After

regional recreational prominence.

shrinkage,

several

decades

Pendleton

of
grew

99.7% between 1980 and 2010
Effect on Draft Goals

(US Census 2011) . Pendleton's

The examination of Pendleton's

specific demographic conditions

features lent additional specificity

and regional context make future

to the historical goal complex

growth predictions difficult. For

The Town of Pendleton, Indiana

-

instance, Pendleton's population

the question, "Where did you live

like ly caused by the northeastern

cohort displays no clear trends (see

1 year ago?" These statistics show

expansion of Indianapolis and

G.54) (for a more typical cohort

that despite Pendleton residents

its suburbs along Interstate 69 .

displaying a trend, see G .55).

being more likely to have lived

This is a reflection of the fact that

in the same house, a 53% higher

Despite

recognizing this trend,

circumstances,

proportion of Pendleton residents

however, it remains difficult to

Pendleton's growth is not simply

moved from a different county

assess its likely impacts . The scale

a function of internal reproductive

than the state average (US Census

of

rates . This fact is underscored in

2009) . This external source of

growth is quite large, and yet the

statistics that tabulate responses to

growth

further from Indianapolis it gets,

under

present

for

most

Totol population
Mole
Female
Median age (years)
High school graduate or higher (25 + )
Bochelors degree or higher (25 + )
Poverty rate

-

:~~~~~~~~~~~~~F

30
34 years ,
35 to 39
25to 29 years
20 to 24 years
15 to 19 years
10 to 14 years _
5 to 9 years
Under 5 years

-

(G.54) Pendleton Population Cohom. American
Community Survey. US Census 2009,

Indiana Population Cohorts

-

6.342.469
49.2%
50.8%
36.4
85.7%
21.9%
13.2%

1.0391 1.674.904 1
2.043
2.34
2.95
5 .8
$57.295

2 .468.006
2.49
3 .04
5 .6
$54.040

Owner-occupied households
Average ho usehold size
Monthly cost/income (w. mort.)
Monthly cost/ income (w,o, mort.)

1.430 1.764 .450
2.52
2 .59
19.90%
19 . 77%
11.96%
13.03%

RenIer-occupied households
Average househo ld size
Renl/ inco me

613
703.556
2,24
1.92
24,00% 24 .88%

Types 01 households
Wilh 01 least one child « 18)
Wilh alleasl one senior (>65)
Family households
Owner. occupied
Renler·occup ied

30.3%
24 .8%
64.6%
70.0%

34.1%
22.5%
67 ,0%
71 ,5%

300"10

28.5%

~~Re~sid~e~n~ce~1~Y,~~~r~A~g4o________- r______. -____- - '

-

Some house
Differenl house in the U.S,

87 ,2%
12.8%

83.6%
16.1%

3 ,6 %
9 .2%
6 , 7%

10. 1%
6,0%
3 ,6%
2,3%
0,4%

~~~~~~~----~~~-F~~~

-

r-~~~~~~~------~~~-+~~--~

Some county
Different county
Same state

0,0% 1,0% 2.0% 3.0% 4,0% 5,0% 6,0% 7,0% 8.0%

(G.55) Indiana Population Cohom. American
Community Survey. US Census 2009,

5,470
53.3%
46.7%
36.2
87.4%
22 .4%
5 .4%

Populotion enrolled in school (3+) 1
Total households
Avera!je household size
Average family household size
Median rooms
Average household income

0,0% 1,0% 2.0% 3,0% 4.0% 5.0% 6.0% 7.0% 8.0% 9.0%

85 years and over
75 to 84 years
65 to 74 years
60 to 64 years
55 to 59 years
50 to 54 years
45 to 49 years
40 to 44 years
35 to 39 years
30 to 34 years
25 to 29 years
20 to 24 years
15 to 19 years
10 to 14 years
5 to 9 years
Under 5 years

IS

northeastern

2005·2009 American Community SUlVey
Pendleton Indiana

Pendleton Population Cohorts
85 years and over
75 to 84 years
65 to 74 years
60 to 64 years
55 to 59 years
50 to 54 years
45to 49 years
40 to 44 years

Pendleton

Indianapolis'

Differenl slole
Abrood

2 ,5%
0 ,0%

(G.56) Demographic Statistics. American
Community Survey. US Census 2009,
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the less sustains its continuance.

of

In the end, a simple average of

people

Decennial Census data since the

people/527

households)

cohort within Pendleton is those

6,704
(an

(ACS-adjusted)
additional

1,234

unusually

large

age

beginning of Pendleton's current

was carefully considered during

over 65, including the very old over

growth trend was selected. This

the

a

85. At the same time, Pendleton

resulted in a population prediction

baseline

decision-making.

has a much lower proportion of

planning
for

process

as

of 5,125 people for the year

children

2020, which is a growth rate of

Effect on Draft Goals

20.5% over the next nine years (an

The

increase of approximately 2.28%

a Ilowed

of the 2010 total per year). It is

a pplyi ng the growth projection

critical to note here, comparing

where

G .56 and G.53, that these are

and

prediction

greater

specificity

applicable .

(see

by

G.57)

Pendleton's population is better
educated

than

average,

has

average

Demographics

and

based on two different geographic

a

Inventory

a large discrepancy, as it would

As

seem. This report relies on 2005

noted

under

the

previous

the
a

on

state

6.0%

household

higher
income

144.4% lower poverty
(US

rate

boundaries, so there is not actually

adults under 25

years old than Indiana as a whole.

population

the total population figures for

Census

2009).

Analysis

heading, Pendleton's display an

The demographics of Pendleton

2009 American Community Survey

unusual distribution, which can

were

(ACS) for most purposes due to

be compared for reference to

the

the high availability and breadth

the distribution for Indiana as a

serve. Pendleton displays several

of data. For popu lation growth,

whole.

significant

From

this

comparison,

critical

in

population

understanding
the

plan

deviations

will ·
from

Indiana's average. The fact that

however, the Decennial Census

several

offers both the most authoritative

Pendleton's population

and the most recent data on total

apparent. Perhaps most striking

group of single, probably male,

important

about

facts

become

there

was

an

unusually

large

population, and the so that data

is

higher

25-45 year-olds was important

was used to determine population

proportion of young adults 25

in identifying a user-group that

growth . Applying the growth rote

45. Typically one expects to see

might have gone unknown . Also

to the ACS data, Pendleton would

this age group correspond with a

identified were the large number

have approximately 6,704 people

Pendleton's

much

similarly pronounced proportion

of those over 65, which is a user

increase

of family households, but in fact

group with

of 1,234 people, which at an

Pendleton has a 4 .6% smaller

needed to be planned for. The

average household size of 2 .34

proportion of these (US Census

low

persons, equates to a projected

in

44

Another

2020.

This is an

special

proportion

of

needs that
children

is

2009) . Similarly, Pendleton has

notable, but because there are

need

for

527

new

housing

a 11.1 % smaller proportion of

still well over a thousand children,

units

over

the

next

decade.

households with children and a

and because many children come

6.0% smaller average household

to Pendleton to go to school or

In making plans for the future,

size

This

use the park, children were still

it is critical to know expected

high proportion of single young

considered to be a critical user
group in the planning process.

(US

Census

2009).

levels of population growth so

adults could be related to or help

that design suggestions can be

explain the fact that Pendleton has

scaled appropriately. The rough

14.1 % more males than females

Effect on Draft Goals

2020

(US Census 2009) (see DP.32).

The

population

prediction

The Town of Pendleton, Indiana

examination

of

the

demographics led to the question
of why Pendleton's character was
defined as "family oriented" when
there

are

normal

in

fewer

families

Pendleton .

than

Perhaps

"family friendly," like "small-town
character," is a way of indicating
other attributes and it would be
better to utilize those attributes
as opposed to using the term
"family friendly." It would be more
accurate to say that Pendleton's
character was

safe,

and

with

walkable

attractive,
an

active,

involved commun ity. (see G .57)

2011 Draft Goals v.4
• PreseNe communify character:
-Safe, attractive, and walkable
with on active, involved
communify
-Establish a preferred
development zone
-Encourage "habitats" of
compatible mixed uses instead of
single-use zoning
-Create approximately 211 rental
and 31 6 ownership housing
units, induding affordable units,
that encourage a strong sense of
communify
-Increase utilization of downtown
by encouraging upper-floor
residential, additional consumer
seNices, new office space, and
in fill as appropriate
• Enhance Pendleton's identify as
a historical destination significant
for:

-The Pioneer era/ Pre-Civil War
social unrest
-Indiana's industrialization and
railroads
-Being a Roaring Twenties resort
spot
-Pendleton's life as a small town
in the early twentieth century, as
recognized by the Historic District
• ConseNe Pendleton's setting:
-ConseNe habitat lands,
especially wooded riparian
corridors and wetlands
-ConseNe surrounding
agricultural lands
• Expand alternative transportation
-Extend infrastructure fo
developments adjacent to the
walkable core
-Extend system spines to major
employers located on the fringes
of Pendleton

regional recreational destination:
-Continue to invest in Falls Park
-Expand regionally impressive
amateur sports facilIties
-Create more nature trails
-Connect to Indiana's regional
frail system
• Encourage high-qualify economic
growth:
-Attract manufacturing iobs
to Pendleton by promoting
Pendleton's excellent regional
location and desirable utilify
structure and offerings
-Attract white-collar jobs to
Pendleton' 5 core by promoting its
fiber-optic seNice and the town's
high quality of life
-Implement a municipal Fiber-'optic
utility in Pendleton's core

• Enhance Pendleton's identify as a

(G.57) Goals affected by history, features, and
demographics. Draft goals vA. 20 11 .

Planning an Exciting Future
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(G. 58) Above: Locals are interested in history.
Historic municipal cemetery. 2011 .

(G.59) Right: Foil Creek is 0 fomilior sight in
Pendleton . Fall Creek after storm. 2011.
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The Town of Pendleton, Indiana

Plan Goals
The inventory and analysis process of the 2011 Plan allowed the
refinement of the draft goals based on the 2006 Plan into a robust
set of actionable goals that clearly respond to local and current
conditions and indicate strategies for implementation. The Draft
Goals' v.4 wording was refined slightly and the organization was
reformatted for clarity to produce the 2011 Plan Goals. These goals
are organized with a hierarchy, in which the all-important task of
preserving Pendleton's character is listed as the prime directive with
five additional goals, A through E, that present goals within specific
content-areas. Each of the prime directive and the other five goals
are given greater specificity and made actionable through the use
of subheadings. The 2011 Plan Goals follow on the next page.

Plan Goals
Planning an Exciting Future
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2011 Plan Goals
• Prime directive: Preserve
Pendleton's choracter; which is
safe, attractive, and walkable with
an active, involved community
-Establish a preferred
development zone to promote
the centralized growth needed to
maintain Pendleton's character
-Create a land-use paradigm
where "habitats" of compatible
mixed uses are the norm
-Plan for and incentivize the
creation of approximately 2.11
rental and 376 ownership
housing units, including
affordable units, in locations,
densities, and styles that will
reinforce Pendleton's community
character
-Increase utilization of, and thus
enhance, Pendleton's downtown
by encouraging residential,
consumer service, and office
employment uses in upper floors,
rehabilitated buildings, and
context-sensitive in fill
• Goal A: Conserve Pendleton's
setting
-Conserve

habitat lands,
especially wooded riparian
corridors and wetlands
-Conserve surrounding
agricultural lands

• Goal C: Improve Pendleton's
appeal as a regional recreational
destination
-Continue to invest in Falls Pork
-Expand regionally impressive
amateur sports facilities
-Create more nature trails
-Connect to Indiana's regional
trail system

• Goal D: Encourage high-quality
economic growth
-Attract manufacturing jobs
to Pendleton by promoting
Pendleton's excellent regional
location and desirable utility
structure and offerings
-Attract white-collar jobs to
Pendleton's core by promoting its
fiber-optic service and the town's
high quality of life
-Implement a municipal fiber
optic utility in Pendleton's core
• Goal E: Expand alternative
transportation .
-Extend infrastructure to
developments adjacent to the
walkable core
-Extend system spines to major
employers located on the fringes
of Pendleton

• Goal B: Enhance Pendleton's
historical identity by emphasizing
its specific historical significance
-Pendleton's regional and
national roles in the Pioneer era/
Pre-Civil War social unrest
-Pendleton's participation in
Indiana's industrialization
-Falls Park's heyday os a Roaring
Twenties resort spot
-Pendleton's life as a small town
in the early twentieth century, as
recognized by the Historic District

(G.60) Based on th e 2006 Pla n and local
conditions. 2011 Plan Goals. 201 1.
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(G.60) A variety of businesses in on historic
selling.

Downtown. 20 11 .
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